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Hydrogenorbitals are used as roughapproximations
of the orbitals of other nuclei

Relative energies sizes are dependent
on nuclear charge total e

AufbauPrinciple
orbitals fill bottom to top lowest
E to highest E

Pauli ExclusionPrinciple
Two é in same orbital must have

opposite spin 41
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Formation of Molecular Orbitals
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Why is helium not diatomic
like hydrogen Hz but He
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So no net stabilization gain because
anti bonding is also full
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H CI bonding
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Howdo we get all the VSEPR Geometries

Specifically Tetrahedral
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Bondingtheorys or Models

moleigftff.ge
auiced one whole molecule

Eachmolecular orbital may contribute
bonding interaction to more than just 2
atoms

Molecular orbitals are built with
linear combinations of atomic
orbitals

Molecular orbitals are wave equations
which minimize nuclear nuclear repulsion
e de repulsions other factors

Molecular orbital theory is very good
at predicting energy levels and

Spectroscopy



NaturalBondingTheory

Stepwise approach where atomic orbitals
are used to build hybrid orbitals
Linear combinations of atomic orbitals
are used to mathematically construct

hybrid orbitals The hybrid orbitals
have better geometry and overlap

for making bonding orbitals
4atomicOrbitals
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why two models

Both useful for differentthings

Molecular OrbitalTheory
predictingSpectroscopy

Aromaticity
Cycloadditionreactions
Heats of formation
molecularenergy

mostof the time
NaturalBondingTheory

Localized MolecularShapeBonding VSEPR Comes fromHybridization Natural BondingTheory
Bondangles length
Acid Base

Stability of molecule


